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Abstract

The additive manufacturing (AM) process is incredibly complex, and the intricate web of chang-
ing process parameters can result in poor repeatability and structural consistency. New geomet-
ric designs result in an initial iteration process to optimise build parameters, which is highly
laborious and time consuming. A deep understanding of process parameters in AM, and the
ability to control and manipulate said parameters, may lead to advanced AM capabilities.

Non-contact devices are typically required to measure the build characteristics such as melt
pool geometry and temperature, which give a greater understanding of the complex AM pro-
cess. This paper will look to view the molten metal pool that is formed in the Direct Energy
Deposition (DED) process using complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) cameras
and presents a new method of using General Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units
(GPGPU) to accelerate the image processing technique for such applications.

Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) is the collective term used for a group of technologies that use
various power sources, build technologies and materials to manufacture 3D components in
a layer-by-layer fashion. Additive manufacturing has been an ever progressing manufactur-
ing technique since the invention of stereolithography in 1987 [1]. Additive manufacturing
techniques can produce components made from paper, composite, wax and sand, but its two
main material types are polymers and metals. The latter of which will be the focus of this pa-
per [2]. Metal components can be produced by AM through a variety of techniques with the two
most common methods recognised as Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) and Direct Energy Deposition
(DED).

There is currently a drive to increase the performance characteristics of AM components.
However for a number of years there has been concern regarding the integrity of the final build
part, due to issues arising from the AM process. Such defects can include porosity, line defects,
and unmelted powder particles, all of which can lead to poor repeatability. In addition to these
issues, AM has a long initial iterative trial and error process, in which build parameters are
altered to produce components free of defects and with optimum properties. This iterative
process is laborious and requires a high subjective knowledge of both the machines capability
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and the material being used. This complex process is further complicated due to the number of
processing parameters that need to be tailored for each individual geometry, which have been
known to fluctuate throughout the open loop process [3]. The aim of increasing AM capabilities
will require a complex understanding of the large web of interacting parameters within the AM
process. The DED process has been chosen to develop advanced AM techniques due to its open
architecture allowing multiple sensory devices to be easily installed.

Figure 1: A schematic representation of the DED process [4].

Controlling parameters in-situ has shown to improve AM capabilities by allowing for the
control of parameters such as laser power on an ad-hoc basis [5–18]. This has been achieved
through the measuring of the molten metal pool that is formed at the point where the laser beam
and blown powder meet the surface of the substrate material as shown in figure 1. The melt pool
has been observed by using CMOS and CCD cameras, but the progression of CMOS technology
has made them the alpha technology used in the application of optically viewing melt pools. By
using live CMOS camera feeds and performing image processing to calculate the length, width
and aspect ratio of the melt pool, a non-contact method of being capable of detecting the quality
of deposited material can be derived.

Melt pool monitoring has been used in previous studies to control parameters within AM
builds [5–18]. These references include authors who have produced monitoring systems on
DED and PBF techniques, but despite the different build technologies, the systems share many
similarities. In all cases either CMOS or CCD cameras are used, sometimes in conjunction with
other non-contact measuring techniques, to record the melt pool. Image processing techniques
are performed on the captured image feed in order to extrapolate the melt pool dimensions. The
image processing techniques have been described as intensive, and are often the bottleneck in
having quick responsive control feedback loops. This issue was highlighted in 2005 by Asselin
et al. [5], and has subsequently been tackled by using Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
technologies to accelerate linear image calculations [9–12,18]. In 2011 it was documented that
the PC-based systems could not perform at the high frame rates that are required for feedback
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control loops [10], but recent advancements in desktop technologies have allowed for image
processing acceleration by using General Purpose Computing on Graphics Processing Units
(GPGPU) techniques.

Graphics processing units were originally designed to rapidly manipulate images and were
targeted at the gaming industry for this purpose. [19] Due to the drive of this industry the
technology has advanced exponentially over the past ten years, with figure 2 displaying the
constantly increasing performance achieved in each new generation of GPU’s produced. This
graph also indicates the ever expanding gap in performance between GPUs and CPUs.

Figure 2: A graph displaying the performance capabilities of both CPUs and GPUs from 2000 -
2014. The graph shows the theoretical peak performance calculated in GigaFlops (Giga Floating
Point Operations Per Second) [20].

The architecture of CPUs are optimised for latency. This means that they have the advantage
over GPUs in that they can execute complex linear tasks much quicker due to having fewer, but
more powerful cores. GPUs are equipped with thousands of cores that can run simple tasks
in parallel to optimise for throughput, giving them an advantage over CPUs for many image
processing techniques.

GPU’s consist of a large number of microprocessors that can execute code in parallel. With
the right launch configurations these GPUs can perform certain calculations far quicker than the
conventional CPU methods. GPU’s excel in floating-point math operations and have been used
increasingly in the scientific industry for signal and image processing acceleration [21]. To add
to these advantages, the abundant source code available for software development can allow for
a more complex and rapidly adaptable code for detailed melt pool analysis. The development of
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CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) from NVIDIA [19] has seen the emergence of
a C-like development environment that uses a C compiler, replacing the shading language with
the C language with extended CUDA libraries. In conjunction with the standard C++ libraries
that are available in the C like development environment, open source libraries such as OpenCV
and OpenGL can be easily used to allow for rapid software development [22, 23].

This paper will now present a new method of melt pool detection that is optimised for par-
allel processing before displaying the performance difference between the new GPU parallel
code, and conventional CPU code.

Parallel Algorithm Development

Using optical methods to monitor AM processes requires large amounts of image processing.
This allows the user to substitute a subjective opinion of images with actual quantitative data. A
large amount of image processing is seen throughout the previous references, with the following
specifically showing melt pool analysis in DED processes [5, 9, 10, 12, 14, 24–28].

Source code from different authors is inevitably going to vary slightly, but the full image
processing progression is almost identical in each referenced paper. Table 1 displays the five
main stages of image processing before the geometric values for the melt pool are extracted.

Table 1: Melt Pool Image Processing Breakdown

# Process

1 Region of interest
2 Binarisation
3 Erosion
4 Dilation
5 Geometry extraction

The different stages of image processing for melt pool dimensioning.

The region of interest (ROI) process is performed to obtain a speed increase immediately at
the start of the image processing sequence. The process excludes regions of the image which
are not required for the melt pool dimension calculations, thus reducing the amount of data that
subsequent functions have to process. The ROI is tightly selected around the melt pool so that
functions 2 - 5 listed in Table 1 do not have to be process irrelevant pixels. The ROI algorithm
is a simple map operation by which pixels within an image are simply moved from one object
in memory to another. The pixels that are mapped to the new memory location are determined
by the ROI’s width, height, and position, allowing subsequent image processing algorithms to
be implemented on fewer pixels.

The binarisation function takes two parameters as an input which include the original image
and a threshold number. Each individual pixel in an 8-bit grey scale image can take a value from
0 to 255, and therefore to threshold an image an integer between 0 - 255 has to be chosen. This
value acts as the threshold for the picture and everything that is below that value gets assigned
a pixel value of 0 (black), whilst everything above gets assigned a pixel value of 1 (white).
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Erosion and dilation are very similar image processes with a slight difference. Both image
processing techniques take an input image as well as a kernel. The kernel is a shape, usually a
square, that has a single anchor point in the centre of it. The size of the kernel is a major char-
acteristic of the technique that governs the output image. For each individual pixel, the kernel is
placed over the top with the processed pixel acting as the anchor point, and the kernel covering
the surrounding pixels. Then either the local maximal (dilation process) or minimal (erosion
process) pixel value that is within the kernel replaces the pixel at the anchor point. Erosion is
primarily carried out to reduce the amount of noise in the image, which in this process could be
caused by light reflected off stray particles, followed by a dilation process to replace the pixels
that have been previously eroded.

Once the ROI, binarisation, erosion and dilation processes have been carried out on the
frame, the resulting image has a similar appearance to that displayed in figure 3. The image
shown is essentially a white ellipse surrounded by black pixels with its size representative of
that of the melt pool. With this image, the process of melt pool dimensioning can be performed.

There have been two previously reported techniques for melt pool dimensioning. Originally
a simple algorithm that detected the first white pixel moving from north, south, east, and west
directions was used, but this algorithm often produced dimensions that were larger than the
melt pool if not all noise was eradicated through the erosion process [9]. This issue led to the
subsequent development of a moment technique that uses a Canny edge detection to create a
vector that stores pixel location of all the pixels that are at the circumference of the melt pool.
This vector can then be used to calculate moments, which can subsequently be used to calculate
centre, orientation, and size of detected shapes. With these details, geometric shapes can be
superimposed onto the Canny edge image and be used to extract geometric characteristics of
the melt pool [29].

Figure 3: Image of the melt pool after casting a ROI and performing binarisation, erosion and
dilation image processing techniques.

The Canny edge technique is a five step process that first uses a Gaussian filter to smooth
the image. The Gaussian filter is used as all edge detection results are easily influenced by noise
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within the image and acts to smooth the image for further image processing. Vertical, horizontal
and diagonal edge detection operators are then implemented onto the image to determine the
first derivative in both the horizontal and vertical directions. From these two first derivatives
the edge gradient and direction can be found. The edges detected by this point are blurred and
so a non-maximum suppression process is carried out in order to thin the edges. This tech-
nique suppresses all gradient values to zero, except the local maximal that is representative of
the largest intensity value change. A double threshold is then implemented to eradicate weak
edges that have been created due to noise and colour variation. High and low threshold values
are determined by the original image and are used to categorise edges as either weak or strong.
Finally edge tracking by hysteresis is carried out and all strong edges that were previously de-
fined are determined as true edges. All weak edges are subjected to blob analysis, which is a
process that checks the surrounding eight pixels of the edge pixel to determine whether they
are part of a strong edge or not. If one of these surrounding pixels is a pixel within a strong
edge, it is determined that the weak edge is true and should be preserved. All remaining weak
edges are believed to be caused by noise and/or colour variations, and are eradicated from the
final Canny edge image. The following references use this technique and discuss it in more
detail [11, 12, 14, 29].

Although the moment technique described provides an adequate way of providing melt pool
dimensions, the code to write this algorithm is linear and is computationally expensive. Running
this algorithm through a CPU results in a low frame rate, and has resulted in many scientists
and engineers looking towards FPGA’s for code acceleration. This method of accelerating the
image processing however can be performed computationally by using a GPU with the follow-
ing technique.

The company NVIDIA have built their GPU on what is known as the CUDA architecture.
This has allowed the GPU to be able to perform both graphics rendering tasks and general pur-
pose tasks. They have developed their own language in CUDA C which is essentially C, but
with a handful of extensions to allow for massively parallel programming on the graphics card.
The technique works by creating a kernel, which is a relatively simple section of code that can
be launched on multiple microprocessors within the GPU in parallel. The launch configuration
defines the number of blocks in which the code will operate on. These blocks are simultane-
ously executed by a microprocessing unit within the GPU. Threads are organised in blocks, and
are a way of identifying the raw data that is passed into the kernel. A block contains an array of
threads that can access data within a kernel. A grid contains and array of blocks that can each
be assigned to a microprocessor to simultaneously run calculations.

Using this parallel technique the image pictured in figure 3 can be broken down into more
manageable data for melt pool dimensioning. The first kernel that is run in the newly developed
algorithm is a reduction kernel.

This technique is one of the fundamental techniques used in CUDA programming, and has
the same outcome compared to individually adding up all of the values within a one dimensional
array. This problem is inherently linear, as the full summation is dependent on the previous
summation of each individual index. Although this is true, the technique can be implemented
in a parallel manner through a technique pictured in figure 4. This technique breaks down the
summation of elements into working sets as displayed. In the first working set, every other
element (spacing of two) in the sequence is summed with its neighbouring elements (distance
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of one) to give intermediate summation values. In subsequent sets, the indexes of the elements
that are being added to are doubled (spacing of four), and are summed with the integers from
elements with distance of two away (distance of two). In each iteration, the spacing between
the primary elements that are being added to doubles, with spacing starting at two. In each
iteration the distance between the secondary elements that are adding to the primary elements
doubles, with the distance between them starting at one. This process can be done with an array
of any length, with calculations continuing until distances and spacings fall outside the length
of the array. Any calculation that requires an index that falls outside that of the original array
is not performed. In both a linear and parallel summation of elements, the amount of working
calculations required to perform a full reduction is then classed as N-1, where N is the size
of the matrix being reduced. The difference between the two techniques lies with the work
complexity (number of stages). A linear solution to the reduction problem will have N-1 stages
until a full calculation is complete. In a parallel solution, the work complexity is related to the
size of the matrix by log2N.

Figure 4: A schematic representation of the reduction technique to aid description [19].

This parallel reduction technique is for a singular dimensional array of elements, but can be
implemented on an entire image in parallel using the CUDA architecture. This is achieved by
assigning a block to each individual row within an image and by assigning a singular thread in
each block to every pixel. This not only allows for a parallel implementation of the reduction
technique described above, but also allows for the summation of each row simultaneously by
assigning every row calculation to a different microprocessor (block). Figure 5 displays the
kernel launch configurations with B01 - B10 corresponding to the individual blocks, and with
’T’ corresponding to each individual thread in a 10 x 10 image. The summations of all the
columns can be calculated using the same kernel, but with a transposed launch configuration to
that displayed in figure 5.

Once the kernel has been launched and the calculations are complete, the user is left with
two single dimensional arrays that are summations of all of the rows and all the columns. Figure
6 displays the summation of all of the column values and all of the row values for the image
displayed in figure 3. From this graph the user can see the edges of the melt pool represented
by the breakouts from the X-axis, as well as being able to view the points of maximum width
represented by the Gaussian peaks. Although analysis of this distribution is useful in under-
standing the melt pool, a further conversion of data is required to allow for a more accurate
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Figure 5: A schematic representation of the launch configuration for the summation of all rows
in a 10 x 10 pixel image.

extraction of melt pool dimensions from the frame. The reduction vector that was created using
the previously mentioned technique is then subject to another common technique used in paral-
lel programming called scan.

Figure 6: The distribution of row and column pixel summations as a function of pixel location.

The scan technique takes an input array and calculates the running sum of elements up to
(exclusive), and sometimes including (inclusive), the given index. For this algorithm develop-
ment the inclusive scan technique was used. Scan, like reduce, initially appears as a purely
linear problem, however there are techniques that can allow scan to be implemented in parallel.
There are multiple ways in which scan can be implemented in parallel, but the method used
in this papers entails the Hills/Steele method displayed in figure 7 [30]. The method works
initially by taking each element in the series (n), and adding the element n-1 to it. Any number
that does not have a previous element with a distance of one, for example the number one in
the first index, is simply mapped to the same index in the next array. In the second stage the
same rule applies but the distance is doubled to two. Element n is summed with element n-2,
whilst indexes that do not have two prior elements merely map to the next array. The distance
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between summing indexes keeps doubling until all elements within the array are mapped to the
new array and no more summations are required.

Figure 7: A schematic representation of the scan technique to aid description.

For the linear solution, the amount of working calculations that are needed to complete the
algorithm is N. The amount of stages needed to complete the algorithm is also N. For the par-
allel solution, the amount of stages required for the completion of the scan technique is log2N.
The amount of working calculations that are performed in this algorithm is equal to Nlog2N.
The launch configurations for this method initiates a single block with N number of threads.

This scan technique is implemented on both the column and row reduction arrays to obtain
accumulative values as the array progresses. In doing so, this produces an array of numbers
in which the centre and size of the melt pool can easily be extracted from in the third parallel
stage. This technique alters the Gaussian distribution into a graph that represents a curve similar
to y = x1/3. The scan arrays calculated for the melt pool in figure 3 are displayed in figure 8.

Figure 8: A scan function that shows the accumulated values of the Gaussian distribution in
graph 6.
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The last parallel technique implemented into the melt pool dimensioning is the extraction
of the melt pools centre of mass, and the dimensions themselves. To perform this process, the
centre of the melt pool is calculated simply by halving the maximum values within the two scan
sequences, and iterating through each array to determine what the pixel location is for this value.

The upper and lower boundaries for the melt pool are also calculated by setting bound-
ary thresholds that correspond with the melt pool dimensions. The lower threshold value is
calculated at 0.01% of the maximum value within the array, and the upper threshold value is
calculated as 99.99% of the maximum value within the array. These small deviations from ex-
treme values (0% and 100%) allow the image to be able to achieve accurate results despite noise
added to the image.

The iteration through the scan array has also been converted into a parallel kernel. A linear
solution would have to iterate through the array to find the index (pixel location) in which the
upper, middle, and lower thresholds are located. Instead of passing the entire array though the
CPU, whilst the data is on the GPU, a kernel can be used to check each individual array element
for their values in parallel. This is done by creating three if statements within a kernel and
launching it with a single block containing N number of threads.

In conjunction with the development of the new geometry extraction algorithm, a parallel
implementation of the ROI, binarisation, erosion and dilation functions have all been made to
increase total image processing speeds.

Results

A new algorithm has been developed that can be implemented on GPU units to perform melt
pool measurements. To check the reliability and speed of this new algorithm, the algorithm has
been subjected to timing and has been compared to a moment-based melt pool dimensioning
technique that is implemented on a CPU. Both algorithms have been implemented on a per-
sonal laptop which contains an Intel Core i7-6820HK CPU clocked at 2.70GHz. This is a quad
core processor with 8 logical processors. The GPU that is used for the GPGPU acceleration is
a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980M. The full technical specifications for the components can be
found within the following references [19, 31].

To distinguish the speed of the new algorithm a high resolution timer was used within the
standard C++ library. This clock has the highest precision of all the standard timers and has a
resolution of 1 nanosecond on Visual Studio 2015 version 4.6.01586.

The high resolution timer was placed around all of the functions within the code separately
to determine whether the GPU accelerated code could grant a performance boost on the original
CPU code. Multiple videos were run through the program to determine any major timing de-
pendencies, but after initial testing, a video with 809 frames was chosen for the comparison run.
Both the CPU and the GPU algorithm were run on the same video, and timings for individual
frames were added together to provide an average execution time for each function across the
809 frames. Table 2 displays the average execution times for the CPU functions, and the GPU
accelerated equivalent.

The table clearly shows an increase in speed of execution on all functions that are performed
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on the GPU. Using the GPU for code acceleration allowed for a performance speed increase of
over 60 times what the CPU could perform and has allowed for real time execution of melt pool
image processing techniques without the use of FPGAs.

Table 2: Execution Results

Task CPU Time(ms) CPU Time(ms) Performance Increase

Region of interest 472.7 6.1 78.0
Binarisation 32.9 5.1 6.4

Erosion 517.6 5.5 94.2
Dilation 500.9 4.9 102.1

Geometry extraction 1395.5 26.7 52.5
Total time 2919.6 48.3 60.4

Time taken to execute individual functions on a CPU and GPU.

Whilst this technique has seen a drastic speed increase in process execution time, the GPU
acceleration does come with a cost. To perform GPU calculations, memory needs to be allo-
cated on the GPU and raw data has to be transferred from the CPU to the GPU. Fortunately
for the user, memory allocation only has to be performed once before the first frame, and the
memory can be written over when processing subsequent frames. The time taken to allocate
memory for the entire process is around 350 milliseconds. Whilst this is a drastically longer
time than it takes to perform any of the actual image processing functions, the allocation of
memory to the GPU can be performed at any time before image processing is carried out. This
means that this step in the technique can be integrated in the loading phase of the program and
will have no detrimental effect on individual frame processing speed.

The major bottleneck of this process lies within the copying of memory to and from the
GPU. This was noticed early on in the development of the program, and the amount of infor-
mation that is copied to and from the GPU was limited in the design. With each frame iteration,
the original frame is copied from the CPU to the GPU, and after processing is completed, two
arrays containing melt pool information are returned. The returned array contain values for the
top, bottom, left and right extremes of the melt pool, as well as the centre location (x,y). The
original frame that is copied across is a 1600 x 1200 resolution image with three separate chan-
nels (5760000 bytes). The image processing data that is returned from the GPU to the CPU is
two integer arrays with lengths of 3 (24 bytes). The time taken to copy the image from the CPU
to the GPU is around 850 microseconds. The time taken to copy the arrays from the GPU to
the CPU is around 150 microseconds. The time taken to copy memory to and from the GPU is
around 20 times that of the actual image processing time executed on the GPU. Nevertheless,
the performance increase from using the GPU instead of the CPU is still around threefold.

In order to distinguish the reliability of the newly developed algorithm, the length and width
values for each individual frame were recorded and compared to the original CPU design. Fig-
ure 9 displays the system measurements for each of the individual 809 frames in the test video.

Figure 9 shows that the systems response to the fluctuating length values are almost identical
for both systems. This similarity is again displayed in figure 10, where the two different lines
indicating the melt pool width measurements are almost directly on top of one another. For the
GPU accelerated analysis of the melt pool, the average difference between the results compared
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with the CPU’s original algorithm was 1%.

Figure 9: Melt pool length measurements performed by both algorithms for individual frames
in a test video.

Figure 10: Melt pool width measurements performed by both algorithms for individual frames
in a test video.
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Conclusion

The previously mentioned technique has allowed for the implementation of GPGPU program-
ming in the field of AM for melt pool monitoring. The code that has been developed has allowed
for the accurate reading of melt pool dimensions utilising graphics card processing to enhance
speed.

The execution speed for each of the individual functions was drastically improved using
parallel GPGPU techniques, with the total execution time being over 60 times faster than that
of the CPU equivalent. This being said, a major bottleneck was found in the data transfer rate
between the CPU and the GPU. This movement of data is required for each frame and costs
around 20 times as much as the actual code itself.

The code execution time including the data transfers from the GPU to the CPU is still nearly
three times faster using the GPGPU technique with no noticeable effects on the accuracy of
measurements. This has allowed for real time measurements of the melt pool in DED processes
using software techniques.

Whilst there are some limitations in the code run time, the technique developed can allow
for the further integration of advanced melt pool analysis techniques with very little cost to the
execution time. CPUs and FPGAs are linear processing techniques which are designed to have
as little latency as possible, whilst the parallel nature of GPGPU processing is optimised for
maximum throughput. GPGPU techniques are best suited for computational heavy processing
algorithms that can be computed using parallel techniques, meaning that complex algorithms
are best suited for these applications. Adding further parallel image processing techniques to
the existing code will allow for a deeper understanding on the melt pool actions, whilst having
minimal effect on the programs execution time. The major drawback of using this technique is
the large data transfer of the original image from the CPU to the GPU, not the implementations
of the functions themselves.
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